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REVISED GILL COIL (DIODE) TEST PROCEDURE
FRAME MOUNT COILS WITH CONNECTOR
SUPPLIED ON MODEL '06 YEAR AIH BIKES

DIGITAL MULTIMETER
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SET METER TO DC mA RANGE

RED PROBE ON HT TERMINAL
BLACK PROBE ON LT + TERMINAL

NOTE mA READING
"New diode" value is 1.5 t01.6mA

SWAP PROBES ON TERMINALS

NOTE rnA READING
Reading should be less than O.1mA

+
tl

("old diode" coil values are:
3.6 mA probes one way

< 0.1 mA probes the other way)

(These values are approximate,
depending on the meter)
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SET METER TO DC mA RANGE

RED PROBE ON HT TERMINAL
BLACK PROBE ON LT + TERMINAL

NOTE mA READING
"New diode" value is 1.5 t01.6mA

SWAP PROBES ON TERMINALS

NOTE mA READING
Reading should be less than O.1mA
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("old diode" coil values are:
3.6 mA probes one way

< 0.1mA probes the other way)

(These values are approximate,
depending on the meter)
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AI NON DIODE COIL TEST PROCEDURE
FRAME MOUNT COILS

(Production date 45/05 onwards)

DIGITAL MULTIMETER
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LT side Single output coil
HT side Single output coil

Inspection point
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SET METER TO APPROPRIATE
RANGE

Probe polarity will not effect value

(These values are approximate,
depending on the meter)

If not within specification replace
coil
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American Ironhorse Motorcycles - AICOM GUI program
Instructions for use

DATA LOGGING FUNCTIONALITY IS ENABLED IN IGNITERS FROM SERIAL
.r--.. NUMBER 05230002.

The AICOM GUI program is used to interrogate relevant American Ironhorse igniters
to obtain stored information regarding the duration and rpm levels of operation.
When the Installation CD is loaded and the AICOM GUI program is opened the
following screen will appear:
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File Ports

Target Type

II

American lronhorse

SlY/Issue No

System Monitor

Work.s: Order No

I
Rev limit (rpm) "

I

Running Time {h:m:sJI

Max Rev Limit Hold (s) I
Range (rplIl) Time (h:m:s]

:J < 3000

2 to 3999

3 to 04999

4 10 (Rl-150)

5 10(Rl-l)

I) Rev-limit

www,qiILco.uk

o
Speed Range

"Ports" menu tab
If there are problems in communicating with the igniter click on this tab and

select another comms port on your PC.

"File" menu tab
You can use this to save an "image" of the data logging information, for your

records or return to American Ironhorse. You will need to input the bikes VIN
number, as the filename will be the VIN number followed by a date stamp.

http://www,qiILco.uk


American Ironhorse Motorcycles - AICOM GUI program
Instructions for use

The screen is divided into two "panels":

• Igniter Info

This reports the Igniter target type - for relevant igniters this will be 142 or
higher. It also reports the igniter software issue, Gill works order number and
the Rev Limit (rpm).

• Engine Use

This panel displays the following stored information:

1. The total Running Time in hours, minutes and seconds.

2. "Max Rev Limit Hold (s)" - The longest period of time, in seconds, the
igniter has reported running at the rpm limit.

3. A graphic display showing the rpm ranges used and the proportional
usage of each engine rpm range, in hours, minutes and seconds.
This is also displayed graphically on the right hand side of the panel as
six vertical columns.
These columns represent the total time the igniter has been operated
in each rpm range as a percentage of the total running time.



AMERICAN IRON HORSE IGNITER TEST BOX
L.E.D. ARRAY

rn

12V BATTERY
SUPPLY

CONNECTORS

IGNITER TYPE
SELECTOR

SWITCH

IGNITER
CONNECTOR

COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION

The Test Box consists of the following:

• Test Box with a 6 LED lamp array and "Igniter Type" selector switch

• Pair of 12v battery connecting clips

• Harness with 18-way Igniter connector

TEST BOX FEATURES

"IGNITER TYPE" Selector Switch

This is a two-position switch, which functions as follows:

LEFT. hand position-
Set for use with a "camshaft" mounted sensor type Igniter, -.
American lronhorse part number H31000603

RIGHT. hand position-
Set for use with "crank + MAP" sensor type Igniters, -.
American Ironhorse part numbers H31001503, H31001603,
H31002105 and H31002205

BG/MD 2 November 2005



AMERICAN IRON HORSE IGNITER TEST BOX

TEST BOX L.E.D. ARRAY
L.E.DARRAY

m
D

"Igniter Type" selector switch ~ CD

The Test Box LED array consists of 6 colored LED lamps with the following function, as seen
from left to right:

D GREEN LED - When lit, this shows 12v is present at the Igniter from a battery.

D ORANGE LED - When lit, this shows the Igniter external 5v circuit to MAP sensor is OK.

D GREEN LED - When lit, this shows that a "cam" sensor type igniter is selected (if the
"Igniter Type" selector switch is in the left hand position).
- When not lit, this shows that a "crank + MAP" sensor type Igniter is selected (if the "Igniter
Type" selector switch is in the right hand position).

III RED LED - When lit and flashing, this shows ignition coil driver 1 is working OK.

RED LED - When lit and flashing, this shows ignition coil driver 2 is working OK.

D YELLOW LED - When lit and flashing, this shows the igniter tachometer output is OK.

The Yellow LED will flash at the same rate as the Red LEOs in normal operation.
Note: If the tachometer output is not functioning, the yellow LED can be either permanently
on or off.

When a "Crank + MAP" sensor type igniter is connected, if there is flashing of the two Red
LEOs and the Yellow LED is lit but not flashing, the MAP sensor input has been lost.

(Note that the Test Box "drives" the tested Igniter at approximately 1500 rpm)

TEST PROCEDURE -.
1. Connect the Igniter to be tested to the Test Box harness Connector.
2. Set the "Igniter Type" select switch accordingly, to "cam" or "crank + MAP" type.
3. Connect the 12v supply clips to a charged 12v battery ensuring the polarity is

correct.
4. Observe the status of the LED array according to the descriptions above.
5. Any variation from the above descriptions indicates a faulty Igniter.
6. Correct LED indications observed but an apparent ignition problem persisting on

the bike means the cam or crank I MAP sensor inputs and lor the ignition coils
need checking.
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